
Civil Disobedience and Donald Trump’s rise in the polls. 

 

An Note to Pat Buchanan on July 10, 2015 

 

Pat your comments about Civil Disobedience is spot on and ties into your previous article about Donald 

Trump and the Border wars. These two articles just highlight the dissatisfaction the American people 

have with their current leaders. What makes the Donald different from the rest of the republican field? 

He can pretty much say whatever he wants to say. This is because he is not beholden to any special 

interest group. He is his own special interest group. Is he a patriot? Is he A Crusader for the Common 

Man?  Is he a Savior for the American Way?  I think not. He is a business man who is worried about what 

a progressive takeover of the country would do to his bottom line portfolio. Whatever our new 

generation of elected officials and campaigners has in style is offset by their lack of an historical 

prospective on a society, especially the society of the American Experiment. This is not lost on Trump.  

He knows that the people that work this country want someone to work for them.  This nation, which 

the majority stems from legal immigrants, wants to keep opportunities in the constitution as a privileged 

right, not a guarantee. This to them is not some rhetoric that is throw out by campaigners that have to 

read what someone wrote for them,  it is fact. And Trump and, as well as, Rand Paul have tapped into 

their veins of discontent. Us voters that are here because our parents or our grandparents, or our great 

grandparents came to this country to give us a better life than they had, find that  Trump has exactly 

fulfilled their rational for their voyage  across an angry sea to a land of opportunity. To complete the 

knot of your two articles, a vote for the Donald is flying another flag for Civil Disobedience. 


